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and create value-added environments at the forefront of city living. 
Our commitment to innovation caters to a new generation in search of 
engaging experiences and an emphasis on smart, technological lifestyle. 

experience.

C O M M U N I T Y .





M A I N  
FOUNTAIN
We have created a fountain at a very central part 
of the compound for aesthetic purposes. The 
meditative sound of running water along with 
the surrounding greenery create an ambiance 
that is relaxing, soothing and inspiring all at 
once.

Our little friends have also been given the 
priority within the scope of services that we 

them to be able to play and have fun in a safe, 
contained environment that is only minutes 
away from home. 

K I D S
AREA



We have dedicated a substantial part of the project for a family park. Parks 
contribute to creating a peaceful and tranquil ambiance in the place; 
according to many studies, the presence of greenery in the surroundings 
of one’s living quarters helps restore mental clarity, healing the body, and 
boosts the creativity of said individuals. With this in mind, it was one of 
our main priorities to incorporate it in the project design.

F A M I L Y  
PARK

R U N N I N G  
& BIKE TRACKS

The compound features tracks for running and others for 
bicycles for you to enjoy your favorite sport or pastime in a safe 
area that is uninterrupted by the vehicular access, giving our 
residents the opportunity to enjoy the open air freely and 
safely.  



We have dedicated a substantial part of the project for a family park. Parks
contribute to creating a peaceful and tranquil ambiance in the place;
according to many studies, the presence of greenery in the surroundings
of one’s living quarters helps restore mental clarity, healing the body, and
boosts the creativity of said individuals. With this in mind, it was one of
our main priorities to incorporate it in the project design.   

 

M A S T E R
PLAN

All the units at Sueño were carefully designed to provide maximum 

individuality of personal taste and preference. For your convenience, we 

consists of 462 units in total that are apartments and duplexes varying in 
areas to suit the needs of each client. 
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CAREFULLY DESIGNED FOR YOUR OWN TASTE


